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WEEK 1

WEEK 1  |  Listening and spoken language learning suite.

SPEECH

Date What did your child do?

Domain and goal

Vocalises •	
Spontaneously

Vocalises on demand•	

Activities

Your child is communicating his needs most likely through gestures or a combination 
of gestures and vocalisations. All children your child’s age communicate using a 
combination, whether or not they have a hearing loss. Over the next few weeks, you 
will be teaching your child to use his voice more and more to communicate.

Imitates parent calling Spot the dog – see book activity
Variation on tub banging activity in audition

Instead of using a hammer on a plastic tub for your child to hear, call his name.  –
Model this first by calling Dad’s name using a sing-song voice. When Dad 
hears it, he turns around and gets something fun from your child. Do this a few 
times and then wait to call Dad’s name and see if your child will vocalise to get 
his attention. Waiting is a wonderful tool you will be using throughout these 
lessons. Count to ten slowly, that is about the correct amount of time to wait 
for your child to do something. If your child doesn’t vocalise, model it again for 
him, and tell him, “I called Daddy’s name”. Ensure your child is watching you 
and understands you are using your voice. Remember! Vocalising at this point 
means using any sound. It will most likely not sound like the word ‘Dad’. This is 
expected at this stage.

Throughout the day
Your child may want a drink or toy during the day. Acknowledge your child’s •	
communication (it may be non-vocal or vocal) by putting into words what your 
child is trying to say. The more you acknowledge and respond to your child’s 
communication, the more he will communicate with you. If your child uses only 
gesture, let him know you want him to use his voice. Say “I can’t hear you” and 
point to your ear. Also, always let him know you are pleased when he is using his 
voice, “I can hear you talking. You want a drink of juice.” 
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